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Abstract A novel method to produce spin-aligned rare-isotope (RI) beam has been
developed, that is the two-step projectile fragmentation method with a technique
of dispersion matching. The present method was verified in an experiment at the
RIKEN RIBF, where an RI beam of 32Al with spin alignment of 8(1) % was
successfully produced from a primary beam of 48Ca, with 33Al as an intermediate
nucleus. Figure of merit of the present method was found to be improved by a factor
larger than 50 compared with a conventional method employing single-step projectile
fragmentation.
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1 Introduction

The technique of spin orientation in rare-isotope (RI) beam has been played
important roles in the study on nuclear structure through the measurement of
nuclear electromagnetic moments as well as in application to material sciences [1, 2].
The mechanism of the spin orientation in a projectile fragmentation (PF) reaction
was first revealed in 1990 [3]. The fragmentation of a projectile nucleus in high-
energy nucleus-nucleus collisions is described remarkably well by a simple model of
“participant-spectator” [4]. In the model, the projectile fragment acquires an angular
momentum whose orientation is determined as a function of the momentum of the
outgoing fragment. This implies a unique relation between the spin orientation and
the direction of the removed momentum, which can be utilized as an obvious means
for producing spin-oriented RI beams. One advantage of this method is that the
resulting spin orientation does not depend on the chemical or atomic properties
of the RI. However, the method also shows a drawback in the sense that the spin
orientation thus produced in the PF reaction tends to be partially or completely
attenuated in cases that RIs of interest must be produced through the removal of
a large number of nucleons from the projectile. Consequently significant magnitude
of spin orientation has been produced only for vicinities of a limited set of nuclear
species for which high-intensity primary beam are available. To solve this problem, a
breakthrough technique, with which highly spin-aligned RI beams can be produced
in a promising scheme independently of the mass difference between a projectile and
a fragment, has been proposed, that is the two-step PF method with the technique of
dispersion matching [5].

2 Method

In the proposed method, a nucleus of interest is produced in the second reaction by
the one-nucleon removal from a secondary-beam particle so that the spin alignment
is expected to be high due to the simplicity of the reaction [3]. An idea of the
dispersion matching technique [6, 7] in ion optics is combined to the above two-
step fragmentation. In a simple scheme of the two-step fragmentation, an RI beam
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Fig. 1 Scheme of the two-step PF method with momentum-dispersion matching in case to produce
32Al from 48Ca via 33Al. The secondary target and a momentum slit are placed at the momentum-
dispersion focal plane and the double achromatic focal plane, respectively. The graphs below
the scheme represent the typical momentum distribution and the corresponding alignment, with
abscissas representing the momentum p of 32Al. Fulfilling the dispersion-matching condition, the
reaction products that acquire equal amounts of momentum change upon the second fragmentation
are focused onto a single physical location. The momentum slit can select the momentum change
δp originating from the second PF reaction independently of the momentum spread �p of the
incident beam

of interest is produced after two-fold selections by the momentum slits, the first of
which is used to select the momentum of the secondary beam and the second slit
determines the outgoing momentum of the secondary beam. The two-fold selections
induce the tremendous and unnecessary drop in yield. Here remind that the quantity
that determines the spin alignment is solely the momentum change δp in the process
of fragmentation that produces the nuclei of interest, and the spin alignment is not
sensitive to the momentum of the incident nucleus. By placing a secondary target in
the momentum-dispersive focal plane and a slit in the double-achromatic focal plane,
a single direct selection of the momentum change δp can be realized, as shown in
Fig. 1. The important point of this technique is that the reaction products that acquire
equal amounts of momentum change upon the second fragmentation are focused
onto a single physical location. The application of this technique to PF-induced spin
alignment can prevent the cancellation of opposite signs of spin alignment caused by
momentum spread.

3 Experiment

The validity of the method was demonstrated in an experiment performed at
RIBF [8, 9], RIKEN. In the reaction at the primary target position F0, 33Al was
produced by a PF reaction of a 345-MeV/nucleon 48Ca beam on a 9Be target with
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a thickness of 1.85 g/cm2, chosen to provide a maximum production yield for the
secondary 33Al beam. A wedge-shaped aluminium degrader with a mean thickness
of 4.05 g/cm2 was placed at the first momentum-dispersive focal plane F1, where the
momentum acceptance at F1 was ±3 %. The secondary 33Al beam was introduced to
a second wedge-shaped aluminium target with a mean thickness of 2.70 g/cm2, placed
at the second momentum-dispersive focal plane F5. The 32Al nuclei including those
in isomeric state 32mAl were produced through a PF reaction involving the removal
of one neutron from 33Al. The 32Al beam was subsequently transported to the focal
plane F7 whereby the momentum dispersion between F5 to F7 was tuned to be with
the same magnitude and opposite sign as that from F0 to F5, so as to cancel out the
momentum dispersion originating from the first PF reaction. The slit at F7 was used
to select a region of momentum change at the second PF as δp/p = ±0.15 % about
the center of relative momentum distribution.

The 32Al beam was then introduced to an experimental apparatus for time-
differential perturbed angular distribution (TDPAD) measurements, which was
placed in a focal plane after the achromatic focal plane F7. The spin alignment is
reflected in the amplitude of the changes in anisotropy of the de-excitation γ rays
emitted from spin-aligned 32mAl in synchronization with the spin precession in the
presence of an external magnetic field. As a result of the experiment, the degree of
the spin alignment in the RI beam of 32mAl was determined to be 8(1) %.

A supplementary experiment was also carried out in order to compare the
performance of the present method with that of the conventional single-step method,
where 32Al was directly produced in a PF reaction of a 48Ca beam on a 4-mm thick Be
target at the F0 focal plane. In this measurement, the spin alignment was measured
to be less than 0.8 % in 2σ confidence level. The figure of merit (FOM) for the
production of such spin-aligned RI beams should be defined to be proportional to
the yield and the square of the degree of alignment. Yields of 32mAl at the final focal
plane were 0.54(5) kcps and 0.87(6) kcps for the two-step PF and the single-step
PF measurements, respectively. A primary beam whose intensity was deliberately
attenuated by a factor of 1/100 was used in order to avoid saturation in the counting
rate at the data acquisition system in the single-step PF measurement. Here, the
FOM was compared on the basis of actual effectiveness without correction for the
attenuation, in which the resulting FOM for the new method was found to be more
than 50 times greater than that of the conventional method employing single-step PF
reaction. The superiority in FOM of the new method over the single-step PF method
should be even more pronounced for nuclei located farther from the primary beam.
In this way the present method is expected to enable us to substantially broaden the
accessible scope of spin-aligned RI beams.
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